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TO:   South Burlington Planning Commission 
 

FROM:  Cathyann LaRose, City Planner 
 

SUBJECT:  Update on Status of PUD Phase II project 
 

DATE: September 26, 2017 Commission meeting 
 
 

 

 
The PUD Phase II project is really developing! Staff and the consulting team have been busy 
meeting with stakeholders and property owners, working on fixes to the underlying zoning and 
regulatory text, and continuing to develop text for Planning Commission review. 
 
Staff will present a full update at the September 26th PC meeting. This includes reiteration of 
some previous notes from the consulting team as well as a staff update on progress since. 
 
Stakeholder Meetings 
Staff and the consulting team met with four major landowners late this summer. These include 
Snyder Homes (Chris Snyder), University of Vermont Campus Planning, Hill Farm Estates (Jeff 
Nick), and O’Brien Brothers Agency (Evan Langfeldt and Andrew Gill). We’re working to 
schedule one or two more in order to assess other unique properties in the City. These 
meetings allowed us in part to update these landowners on the project and also to gather 
information on market trends, unique physical environments, and input on review processes. 
They were quite informative. I encourage you to read the attached Developer Meeting Notes 
for more information. It should be noted that the conversation with UVM was not intended to- 
and did not- specifically reflect on the land which was proposed for an RFP at the time of the 
meeting.  
 
Housekeeping Amendments   
Staff continues to evaluate current LDR provisions, including existing exceptions, waivers and 
modifications, with regard to how these support, or may undermine, current zoning district 
requirements and new planned development provisions.  Recent work sessions have focused 
on proposed PUD types in relation to underlying zoning districts, including allowed uses and 
densities of development by district, as specified or calculated from current lot size, building 
and lot coverage, and height requirements.   
  
Subdivision/Master Plan Review 



 

 

Initial drafts of these sections are in progress, based on the considerations and outline 
presented at the May meeting.      
 
Zoning District Amendments and Consolidation  
Currently, PUDs are tied to underlying zoning districts. As recommended in the Phase I Report, 
planned unit development has been proposed as a “floating zone, fixed on the map only when 
an application for development, meeting the zone requirements, is approved. 
 
Under a floating zone, planned unit development would be “triggered” (allowed or mandated) 
as specified in the regulations. As we’ve been working to define PUD types in relation to 
underlying zoning district requirements, it becomes more important to ensure that the 
underlying zoning districts match the goals of the City as articulated in the Comprehensive Plan. 
Staff presented a basic first draft of this to the Planning Commission at its second August 
meeting. Work is ongoing, and we expect to have another draft for the Commission in October.  
 
Project Meetings  
Staff continues to have regular and productive meetings with the consulting team.  
 
Next Steps 
The consulting team will be scheduling meetings with City committees for updates and input. 
Staff will join them as they meet with Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee, the Natural Resources 
Committee, Recreation and Parks, Affordable Housing, and likely the Energy Committee in 
October and early November.  
 
The consulting team is continuing to work on text for Planning Commission review. At this time, 
we are hoping to bring something for your review in early November.  
 
Staff continues to work on housekeeping amendments and zoning district amendments and 
consolidation. Please see the attached listing of ongoing and future components, laid out as 
internal staff notes.  Some of the elements therein will need further discussion to determine 
what is to be a part of this project, and what should be developed further or more holistically as 
part of a follow-up project.  
 
 

 



South Burlington PUD Project: Phase II:  Developer Meeting Notes         [8/2017, S. 

Murray] 
 
Meetings to date 
7/27 Snyder Homes, Chris Snyder 
7/27 University of Vermont Campus Planning, Lani Ravin, Claire Forbes 
7/28 Hill Farm Estates, Jeff Nick 
8/11 O’Brien Brothers Agency, Evan Langfeldt, Andrew Gill 
 
Master Plans 
 

 Master plans are typically developed in some form to support larger development proposals 
(for financing, permitting, etc.)—e.g., UVM has a campus master plan that guides their 
process; other developers also have prepared master plans in varying stages of review.  
 

 The level of detail that may be required is a concern – e.g., land use allocation areas (zones) 
are reasonable; building footprints should not be required.  Should also not have to address 
small stuff (accessory structures, specific amenities/features) at this stage. 
 

 Flexibility over time is needed to respond to market dynamics; particularly for phased 
development.  
 

 Context/connections – connections (to adjoining properties, road network, in some cases 
transit routes) are already a consideration.  Road connections are often an issue with 
neighbors—even when planned in advance.  Adjoining uses are also considered to a lesser 
extent.   UVM also noted concern that new roads, development will increase development 
pressure on remaining agricultural land. 
 

 Amenities – The phasing or scheduled development of planned amenities (e.g. parks, 
recreation facilities) depends on type, availability of financing, etc. – can’t all be frontloaded 
in the first phase of development.     
 

 Vesting/vested rights are really important – needed to secure financing for phased 
development, major infrastructure improvements. Ten years common – generally 
acceptable. 

 
Planned Development 

 
Types: 

 

 Generally more interest in “urban” forms of planned development (TND and NCD) – better 
match with current development projects – with the associated caution that mixed use 
development remains a challenge for financing, especially given shrinking retail market. 



Finney Crossing in Williston was noted as an example where the mixed use/retail 
component was scaled back from the original plan in relation to market conditions, given 
the difficulty in securing tenants for available space.  Commercial space may sit vacant for 
many years. 
 

 Also general support for transit-oriented development (e.g., along existing, planned transit 
routes), associated densities – but concerns regarding the need for developer to “provide” 
(rather than physically accommodate) transit service – planned routes, stops need to be 
coordinated between the city and GMT.  Providing a transit stop or pull off as part of a 
project design was less of a concern. 
  

 UVM expressed interest in the campus/office park form of planned development, but asked 
for more information (and time to provide more feedback).  They noted the statutory 
limitations on city’s ability to regulate institutional uses, but also that land identified for 
potential sale would not necessarily be under UVM’s control.   
 

 It was noted that the SEQ represents a real reserve for housing development if zoning in 
this area is changed and/or forms of higher density planned development are allowed. 
 

Land Use Allocations: 
 

 Need to more specifically evaluate proposed allocations in relation to locally proposed 
development (e.g., proposed master plans).   
 

 General support for incorporating  some flexibility – e.g., an % uncommitted allocation as a 
developer option, to apply in relation to changing market conditions – but no real feedback 
on specific percentages (generally the more flexibility the better). 
 

 Again, noted difficulty in developing, financing mixed use development, buildings – 
“nonresidential” component should be defined to allow for a variety of uses (not limited to 
retail). 
 

 Less support for specific allocations related to mix of housing types – tied to market 
conditions; consider additional incentives (v. mandates) for desired forms of housing—e.g., 
waive impact fees for higher than minimum required densities (given more efficient use of 
land). 
  

 Questions, some concerns regarding how civic spaces, uses will be defined in relation to 
required allocations – for example 5% may be high for civic space if based only total 
project/land area.  General support for defining a “menu” of allowed forms of civic space by 
type.  Also consider defining as a ratio (e.g., SF of civic space/DU or SF of nonresidential). 
  



 It was also noted that if new development is located near and connected to an existing 
park, this should be taken into consideration (e.g., with regard to required open space 
allocations).    
  

 Should consider allowing modifications of required land use allocations in relation to 
complementary existing or planned uses within the larger pedestrian or transit shed – may 
be especially important for infill or redevelopment. 
 

Density:  
 

 General support for a minimum density requirement, in concept– but would depend on 
how this is defined and applied (e.g., in relation to site constraints).  Noted that 
development is often not built to allowed densities due to site constraints, neighbors – a 
minimum density provision could help.   
  

 Transfers of density (e.g., between zoning districts) should be allowed within a project 
area—not tied to zoning district boundaries. 

   

 Higher density forms of housing (townhouses, condos/apartments) are needed to support 
new housing development in the county, but density is not the only consideration – need to 
build to meet market demand.  
 

 Consumers continue to prefer new construction, attached two-car garages, convenient 
parking–but increasingly also walkability, easy access to transit, restaurants, services, 
recreational amenities (bike paths, parks, playgrounds).   
 

 Smaller single family homes are especially challenging given land prices, permitting/ 
infrastructure costs, available financing.  Often more density is needed to make project 
numbers work. 
   

 Currently new single family dwellings are averaging around 2,000 -2,200 SF (at $300,000+); 
some as small as 1,600 SF (~ $300,000).  “Small” multifamily units averaging around 600 to 
900 SF.     
  

 Requiring alleys, rear-accessed and or recessed garages significantly increases costs and/or 
creates site challenges for higher density forms of housing.  Underground and structured 
parking are also typically cost prohibitive.  Should at minimum allow waivers to address site 
conditions (e.g., slopes); also allow first floor/pedestal parking, screened from the street.   
 

 According to one developer, the current market for townhomes and condos is currently 
90% downsizing empty nesters, 10% new home buyers –downsizers support higher end 
condo/apartment development.   Willing to accept forms of higher density housing in trade 



for maintenance services.   SFD condo/footprint lots also increasingly popular – minimize 
yard maintenance requirements. 

 
Additional  Considerations, Concerns: 
 

 Current zoning district designations do not necessarily support planned or proposed types 
of development in some locations.  As noted I-A District – north and south are very different 
with regard to surrounding context—e.g., a TND form could be appropriate within areas of 
the I-A District.  Also consider for portions of I-O district 
 

 The city needs to share in costs of infrastructure development, especially in support of 
larger development (citing City Center as an example) – should re-evaluate cumulative 
impact of infrastructure (especially fire code, road) and impact fee requirements. 
 

 Common areas, spaces need to be well sited and designed; many go unused (e.g., park at 
Maple Tree Place noted; scheduled for redesign).  Allow for changes in use/programming of 
space to meet changing resident needs. E.g., some new developments now include indoor 
gym facilities, outdoor swimming pools for use of residents, guests.   
   
  

 



PUD Phase II Project Components 
Ongoing 

1. Continue to adjust metrics and geographies of new PUD types 
2. Continue to assess thresholds of requirement 

 
Ahead of new PUD Regulations: 

1. Work on Master Plan Standards 
a. This should be ready to go regardless of PUD adoption. While they interact, the MP 

standards should be able to stand on their own.  
2. Urban Design Overlay District (aka Shelburne Road) 
3. Adjustments to Underlying Zoning 

a. District assignments 
b. Also look at uses and dimensional standards- several uses are listed as PUD only. What 

changes need to happen here so this is clean? 
4. Parking Reductions 
5. Consider how existing street typologies will play a role 
6. Consider those items currently linked to PUD review; some may be best unlinked before or as 

part of the PUD language adoption. Ex- affordable housing seems to require PUD review per 
Sharon’s assessment.  

7. Misc Organizational Amendments 
a. Article 3- p 3-8, structures requiring setbacks 
b. Table C-2 to include width and frontage requirements 
c. Others- staff has notes 

Concurrent with PUD Regulations 
1. Open Space Standards City wide 
2. SEQ updates 
3. Clear requirements for projects which do not choose or qualify as PUD 

a. This will also require a limit on things which can be waived, as well as very clear (likely 
quantifiable) standards for when things can be waived.  

b. Must ensure that the site plan standards we’d seek for site plans are fully outlined in 
site plan regulations; carry over anything which exists in PUD standards which 
could/should apply to basic site plans.  

c. Must also ensure that subdivision standards can stand on their own; may also require a 
connection to PUD or master plan requirements. Or perhaps simplify or only allow in 
limited circumstances. Needs discussion. Need to consider if subdivisions can pre-empt 
PUD requirements.  

After Adoption of PUD regulations/Add-Ons 
1. Height requirements city-wide 
2. Examine all Conditional Use designations 
3. Design book  
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